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 Passive harmonic filters (PHF) are commonly used in conventional potline 

rectifier transformers (Rectiformer) schemes of aluminum smelters to 

improve the power quality and reduce harmonic distortions to an acceptable 

level. However, changes in operating conditions and system configuration 

affect the performance capability of PHF in attenuating harmonics. In this 

paper, a Rectiformer scheme with hybrid-shunt active power filter (SAPF) is 

used instead of PHF and compared with the other commonly applied 

schemes in aluminum smelter in terms of harmonic attenuation capability. 

The SAPF potline Rectiformer scheme and other schemes are modeled and 

simulated using MATLAB/Simulink. A control strategy suitable for potline 

load behavior is furnished in this paper for SAPF. The simulation results 

reveal the performance superiority of the proposed SAPF as compared to the 

conventional and ALBA pot line (PL) 6 schemes. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Aluminum smelter potline rectifier transformers (Rectiformers) scheme consist of four to six units 

connected in parallel in order to supply the required DC power to the potline. Phase shift technique and 

passive harmonic filter (PHF) are commonly used with Rectiformers in smelter power network to attenuate 

harmonics and to support the network with reactive power. Two schemes are generally used for smelter 

potline Rectiformers. The PHF is either connected directly to the feeding grid or connected to each 

Rectiformer regulating transformer tertiary winding. Active power filter is still not used with potline 

Rectiformers due to cost or unavailability of semiconductor devices with the required ratings. 

Control of harmonics can be archived mainly by three methods [1]; namely, passive filters, phase 

multiplication and harmonics compensation or injection (active filters). Passive harmonic filter (PHF) is 

affected by the change in the power network which will result in retuning and may increase the harmonic 

distortions [2]. Smelters are always in continuous improvements for enhancing the efficiency and increasing 

the production. For this reason, many changes in the network is expected to take place. For example, 

generators may be added to the power network in order to increase the megawatts installed capacity to satisfy 

the smelter demand. In addition, distribution transformers may be installed to interconnect different 

substations in order to have flexible and redundant power sources. These changes can alter the source or 

network impedance and my lead to a deterioration in the PHF performance in attenuating the targeted 

harmonics. On the other hand, the phase multiplication method is capable to reduce the AC input line current 

harmonics and DC output voltage ripple. However, due to the conditions that never fulfilled and other 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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practical reasons discussed in [3], makes this method not sufficient alone for harmonic elimination. The 

application of the third method (harmonic compensation) to eliminate the harmonics in a potline 

Rectiformers system is considered as a modern solution for harmonic distortion problems. In addition, it is 

not affected by the variation in the supply impedance and hence considered as a major advantage of parallel 

active filter over passive filter [4].  

The first design of harmonic compensators is introduced in 1976 under the name of “active AC 

power filters” consisting of pulse width modulation (PWM) inverters using power transistors concept. 

However, the implementation was not possible due to unavailability of the device with the required power at 

that time [5]. In 1984, a new control strategy based on an instantaneous reactive power compensator 

(instantaneous p–q theory) is introduced for active filter (AF) [6]. Later on, the same control strategy is 

further developed to provide more adequate compensation characteristic. The most commonly applied 

control strategies for AF are the instantaneous active and reactive power theory algorithm [7], and the 

synchronous reference frame method (d-q transformation) [8]. There are other time domain methods, such as 

high pass and low pass filter method, that have also been reported in literature. However, due to their flaws in 

extracting the magnitudes and phase angle of the harmonics accurately, these methods were not adopted. A 

review of the control techniques was presented in [9]. Frequency domain analysis methods has also been 

used for extracting the reference current for AF by computing the harmonics using discrete fourier transform 

(DFT) technique [10]−[11]. This approach is robust, noise tolerant and effective to remove the fundamental 

load current harmonics [12].  

Conventional pot line scheme is consisting of six Rectiformers connected in parallel and each is 

phase shifted in order to achieve 72 pulse system which effectively reduces the harmonic currents at point of 

common coupling (PCC). In such scheme, the PHF is connected directly to the feeding grid and this is mostly 

employed to mitigate the harmonic distortions and for reactive power compensation [13]−[16]. The 

conventional scheme is shown in Figure 1 (a). In this scheme, the harmonics will always flow in the 

regulating transformer.  

There is another alternative scheme, in which the harmonic filter is connected to the regulating 

transformer tertiary winding of each Rectiformer unit, has also been employed [17]−[20]. The work 

presented in [17] discussed the most economical method to maintain the voltage THD within 2% which is 

achieved by connecting the PHF to the regulating transformer tertiary winding. PHF connected to tertiary 

winding scheme is also discussed in [18]. Connecting the PHF to the tertiary winding reduces the harmonic 

effects by creating low impedance path for harmonic to flow and achieves the customer commercial goals by 

reducing the reactive power demand which will result in an optimized sizing of equipments such as power 

cables. The new scheme for Aluminum Bahrain (ALBA) pot line 6 (PL6) Rectiformer units is based on PHF 

connected to the regulating transformer tertiary winding as shown in Figure 1 (b). This configuration is 

adopted in order to satisfy the IEEE 519 recommended distortion limits. Similar scheme has already been 

implemented in Ma’aden (Saudi Arabian Mining Company) [19]. A new pot-line Rectiformer scheme is 

proposed in [20] to reduce the harmonics distortion and compared with the conventional and ALBA PL6 

schemes in terms of harmonic elimination capability, operational constrains and cost/space requirements. The 

PHF presented in [20] is connected to the parallel link of two delta-connected tertiary windings for adjacent 

Rectiformers in order to reduce the number of the HF filters. The parallel link has effectively reduced the 

THD in the primary current of the regulating transformer to less than 1% and reduced the overall distortion 

level at PCC for various operating conditions. In this paper, a shunt active power filter (SAPF) will be 

employed instead PHF and its performance will be compared with the conventional and ALBA PL6 schemes 

in terms of harmonic attenuation capability.  

The contribution of this paper is a new Rectiformer scheme with hybrid of PHF and SAPF is 

proposed to improve the overall harmonic attenuation capability in aluminum potline industrial systems 

under various operating conditions and contingencies. The proposed scheme combines the advantages of the 

PHF and SAPF filters in which the PHF is designed to provide the required reactive power compensation and 

tuned to attenuate the dominating 5th and 11th harmonics, whereas the SAPF is designed to be cost effective 

and primarily used to enhance the overall Hamonic elimination performance over wide dynamic operating 

conditions. The proposed hybrid filtering scheme aims to reduce the required rating of the SAPF and thus 

reducing its cost. A suitable control strategy for the potline load behavior is implemented for the SAPF. The 

performance of the proposed hybrid scheme is compared with the other commonly applied schemes in 

aluminum smelter in terms of harmonic attenuation capability. The simulation results reveal the performance 

superiority of the proposed hybrid PHF-SAPF as compared to the conventional and ALBA PL6 schemes. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 1. Aluminum pot line Rectiformers scheme (a) conventional scheme and (b) ALBA PL6 scheme 

 

 

2. SHUNT ACTIVE POWER FILTERS (SAPF) 

Active power filters can be classified based on their configuration as shunt or series connected. At 

present, SAPF are more preferable than series configuration in terms of form and function [6] and it is 

currently more recognized configuration in the literature. SAPF is connected in parallel to the harmonic 

source and injects appropriate current harmonics into the AC system by continuously monitoring the load 

current. The system configuration of the SAPF is shown in Figure 2. The SAPF is connected in parallel with 

three phase diode rectifier load. The SAPF extract the fundamental current and its phase angle from load 

current using DFT algorithm and then convert it to time domain. The reference current (Ih) is calculated by 

subtracting the fundamental current (ILf) from the load current (IL). Finally, the SAPF current (IA) is 

subtracted from the reference current (Ih). The result of this subtraction is sent to a hysteresis controller which 

will generate the switching pattern of the inverter. This switching pattern will force inverter output to follow 

the harmonics generated by the load [11]. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Configuration of the SAPF 

 

 

At steady state condition, the active filter current (IA) can be found from Figure 2 as:  
 

IAa = ILa − ILfa = Iha (1) 
 

IAb = ILb − ILfb = Ihb (2) 
 

IAc = ILc − ILfc = Ihc (3) 
 

Where: 

IA(abc):  Active filter currents 

ILf(abc): Fundamental components of the load line currents 

IL(abc): Load line currents 

Ih(abc): Harmonics currents 

Appling Kirchhoff’s current law at PCC, yields: 
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Isa = ILa + Iha = ILa + ILfa − ILa = ILfa  (4) 
 

Isb = ILb + Ihb = ILb + ILfb − ILb = ILfb (5) 
 

Isc = ILc + Ihc = ILc + ILfc − ILc = ILfc  (6) 

 

The current drawn out from the PCC is harmonic free as can be seen from (4) to (6). 

 
 

3. DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM (DFT) 

The detailed block diagram of a DFT is shown in Figure 3. It performs a Fourier analysis on the 

current signal and obtains the fundamental harmonic component in terms of their peak magnitude and phase 

over a running window of one cycle. The Clock block output represents the current simulation time at each 

simulation step. The real and imaginary components of the signal have been calculated using DFT as [21]. 

 

VP cos θ =
2

N
∑ vk sin kω∆tN−1

k=0    (7) 

 

VP sin θ =
2

N
∑ vk cos kω∆tN−1

k=0   (8) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. DFT block diagram 
 

 

Where Vp and θ represent the peak and phase angle of the fundamental component respectively, N 

is the number of samples per one cycle of the fundamental frequency and ∆t is the sampling time interval. If 

a signal with 100A peak fundamental and distorted with 5th harmonic current with 20A peak is introduced to 

a DFT algorithm at a sampling rate of 1000 sample per cycle for 5 cycles, the response of the DFT algorithm 

result is shown in Figure 4. Here, the signal magnitude is assumed zero for the first cycle. It can be seen that 

the algorithm needs one full cycle to obtain the peak value. The sin and cos factors/coefficients are shown in 

Figure 5. The main advantage of this algorithm is that it can attenuates all harmonics and noise effectively as 

can be observed from the frequency response of the DFT shown in Figure 6.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Input signal, sampled signal and the estimated peak value 
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Figure 5. Sin and Cos factors 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Real and imaginary filter frequency response 

 

 

4. SAPF TEST MODEL SIMULATION 

4.1.  SAPF test model 

The test model of the SAPF is shown in Figure 7, which consists of two rectifiers with 5000A DC load 

connected to each rectifier. The SAPF consists of three-phase inverter, line inductance and circuit breaker. 

The control block subsystem is shown in Figure 8. The fundamental current signal is extracted by using the 

DFT algorithm and then converted from frequency domain to time domain. The Simulink model for 

extraction the fundamental current signal is shown in Figure 9. The reference current (Ih) signal are obtained 

by subtracting the load current signals from fundamental current signals. The reference current is then fed 

into a gate control block that will generate the required gate pulses for the three-phase inverter. The gate 

control block contains hysteresis controllers that generate pulses to force inverter output to follow the 

harmonics generated by the load. The gate control philosophy is discussed in detail in [11]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Simulink Test model of the SAPF 
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Figure 8. Inside the control block 

 

Figure 9. Fundamental signal extraction and 

time domain conversion 

 

 

4.2.  SAPF test model simulation results and performance 

The SAPF test model shown in Figure 7 is simulated and its performance is shown in Figure 10 

for different operating conditions. At t=0 sec, rectifier 1 and 2 are in service and operating in parallel to 

create 12 pulse output system with TDD equal to 3.4%. At t=0.05 sec, the active filter is connected to the 

system and consequently the TDD reduced to 0.24%. To examine the response of the SAPF, rectifier 2 is 

taken out of service at t=0.1 sec creating a 6-pulse output system and returned back in service at t=0.15 sec. It 

can be seen from Figure 10 that the system responded adaptively to this change and maintain the source TDD 

below 0.3%.  

As the system load changed from 12-pulse to 6-pulses by disconnecting rectifier 2, the SAPF changes 

its response in order to maintain the input current at very low TDD. It can also be seen from Figure 11 that the 

SAPF current (IA) adapts to the change in the system load. At t=0.1 sec, the load current reduced and system 

configuration changed from 12-pulse to 6-pulse. The SAPF has reacted to this change and adjusted the 

compensation current (IA) in order to maintain the input current sinusoidal. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Performance of the SAPF results 
 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Performance of the SAPF results 
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5. ALUMINUM POTLINE SCHEME WITH SAPF SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

With same pot line Rectiformers system of ALBA PL6, the SAPF is connected to the primary side 

of the regulating transformer as shown in Figure 12 in order to ensure that the current flowing into the 

regulating transformer is harmonics free and to minimize the harmonic distortion at the PCC. The SAPF 

scheme is simulated using the MATLAB/SIMULINK. The electrical parameters of the simulated system are 

provided in Table 1, which is obtained from the actual proposed data for ALBA PL6 units. The phase shift 

between the units is determined as [22]: 

   

Phase shift =
60

Number of converters
= 5°  (9) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Pot line Rectiformer scheme with SAPF 

 

 

Table 1. Electrical parameter of the system 
 

Main Supply Source 

KV=220 Hz = 50 MVAsc = 8000 X/R = 24 

Under Ground Cable 

R= 40µΩ/m L= 636µH/m C= 0.21µF/m L= 100m 
Regulating Transformer 

YY∆ MVA = 230 KVs = 95 KVp = 220 KVt = 28 

Lp = 47.5mH Ls = 10.5mH Lt = 0.56µH 

Rectifier Transformer 

ZY∆ 
MVA= 
2x115 

KVp= 95 KVs= 1.39 

PHF 

MVar= 40 Tuning Hz= 5th & 11th Q= 5 KV= 28 

 

 

The PHF is tuned at the 5th and 11th harmonic frequencies as indicated in Table I. The 11th tuning 

frequency is selected in order to eliminate the characteristic harmonic of the 12-pulse rectifier, whereas the 

5th tuning frequency is selected in order to target the low order uncharacteristic harmonics, which as a result 

of practical reasons such as unbalance between the two rectifier outputs and unequal short circuit impedance 

of each Rectiformer. 

ALBA designed their new pot line 6 (PL6) to supply the required DC power at N-2, whereas N is 

the number of Rectiformer units in service. Hence, the performance of the proposed scheme, the conventional 

scheme and ALBA PL6 scheme are compared and evaluated at three practical operating conditions. The 

operating conditions are as: 

− N-Condition: represents the normal operating condition of the potline in which all the Recteformer units 

are in service. 

− N-1 Condition: represents the operating condition in which one Rectiformer unit is taken out of service. 

− N-2 Condition: represents the operating conditions in which two Recteformer units are taken out of 

service.  

For each of the above three operating conditions, the three schemes are tested when all the filters 

are in service and when one block of the filter units are taken out of service. The results for N operating 

condition are shown in Figure 13 (a). When the potline is running under normal operating condition which 

represent 80% of the year, the SAPF scheme shows lower harmonic distortion as compared to the 

conventional and PL6 schemes even when the SAPF taken out of service. When SAPF taken out of service, 

the PHF connected to the tertiary windings will maintain the harmonic distortion at a very low level. 

 

SAPF 
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However, when the tertiary winding PHF is taken out of service in SPAF scheme, the harmonics at PCC will 

also remain very low because of SAPF presence at PCC. When the tertiary winding PHF is taken out of 

service in SAPF scheme, the behavior is almost similar to PL6 scheme as both are with the same 

configuration. In all the operating conditions, when the SAPF is in service or out of service, the SAPF 

scheme is showing superior capability in attenuating the harmonics at PCC and at unit terminal as compared 

to the conventional and the PL6 schemes as shown in Figures 13 (a), (b) and (c). When the SAPF is in or out 

of service in all the operating conditions, the harmonics at PCC satisfied the IEEE 519 recommended values. 

When the PHF is out of service in the SAPF scheme, the THD exceeded the limit by 8% when the 

Rectiformer unit is in out of service condition (N-1). 

 

 

  
(a)  (b)  

 

 
(c)  

 

Figure 13. Simulation results summary for the performance of the proposed scheme (SAPF), the conventional 

scheme (Conv) and ALBA PL6 scheme (PL6) under different operating conditions: (a) N-Condition,  

(b) N-1 Condition and (c) N-2 Condition 
 

 

6. DISCUSSION 

Customer needs and requirements will define the potline Rectiformers scheme. Aluminum smelter 

with their own power generating plant may not focus on harmonics distortion levels in their network but the 

majority of power consumers will improve the network power factor by reactive power compensation in 

order to reduce the tension on the generators. Aluminum smelters that purchase the power from other 

suppliers are required to keep the harmonic distortion levels minimum in order not to affect other consumers 

and to avoid extra charges from the power supplier. The use of capacitor banks alone for reactive power 

compensation is possible but with the risk of harmonics amplification. That is why capacitor banks are 

installed with tuned passive harmonic filters which may expose the network to a possible risk of resonance 

condition. The work presented in [23]−[25] discussed the future scheme of aluminum smelter pot line 

Rectiformers.  

The future type of the rectifier used in electrolysis process will be active rectifier type whereas 

high frequency switching devices will replace the diodes or the thyristors in order to improve the power 

quality. However, this technology is not available for high current application like Rectiformers due to 

unavailability of the suitable cost-effective power electronic devices. The same concept can be applied to the 

passive harmonic filters used in aluminum smelter. Active harmonic filter can be considered as the future to 

replace the passive harmonic filter in aluminum smelters. As it can be seen from the results in Figure 13, the 
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SAPF scheme has the superior capability of attenuating the harmonics compared to all other schemes 

discussed in this thesis at normal operating condition. 

 

 

7. CONCLUSION 

The SAPF used here is without reactive power compensation elements. So, for the reactive power 

compensation, another PHF connected to the tertiary winding was used. The SAPF discussed shows good 

results from the harmonic distortion reduction point of view and it is also suitable for potline load behavior. 

The SAPF is a good solution as it is self-adaptive and does not involve any risk of resonant with the power 

network impedance as the SAPF represent a current source independent from the power network impedance. 

SAPF is not expected to replace the passive filter at this time as it is not economical solution to be used in 

aluminum smelter power network. However, hybrid solution can be conceived. The SAPF provides an 

advanced step and proactive action in order to revamp the harmonic distortion equipment in aluminum 

smelter power network. 
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